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75 % LESS PLASTIC WRAP THANKS
TO ANTISLIP GLUING
In 2020, Swissmill’s oat and hull mill installed an adhesive application system from Robatech to stabilize cardboard boxes on pallets
in an environmentally friendly way. The result is sustainable: less
plastic film and significant time savings.
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“We were able to test the AntiSlip Gluing pallet stabilization quickly and without complications
using manual spray application.
So, switching from plastic wrap
to fully automatic hot melt adhesive application was only a
small step.”
Erwin Waldvogel
Head of the Oat and Hull Mill, Swissmill
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Substantial Time Savings
In addition to the savings in plastic
film, the operating personnel particularly appreciated another positive effect. Previously, line operators
would pick up the pallet at the packaging line, take it to the wrapping
station, bring it back to the packaging
line, and pick up the finished wrapped
pallet again later. With 25 to 30 pallets a day, that meant a lot of walking
back and forth. “With AntiSlip Gluing,
the line operators’ daily half marathon has been shortened to a sprint,”
sums up Erwin Waldvogel. “That is at
least 1.5 hours more time per day for
core tasks.” The fully automatic pallet

Two AX Diamond spray heads during adhesive application

Palletizing secondary packaging with self-stick adhesive
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ROBATECH
Robatech optimizes the industrial hot melt and cold glue application with sustainable and
innovative adhesive application systems. Since 1975, Robatech has been developing and
producing high-quality control systems, application heads, melters, and dosing systems
that make gluing processes more environmentally friendly, safe, and straightforward. The
Robatech Group, headquartered in Muri/AG, Switzerland, is represented in more than 80
countries. More than 670 dedicated employees worldwide provide personal and fast customer support in a wide range of industries.
www.robatech.com
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